Abstract. To make effective use of high-quality radial velocity measured by Doppler radar and improve the positioning accuracy of target trajectory, a combined positioning method with single Doppler radar and single optical theodolite is proposed which is based on target trajectory expressed by function, called function restrict VAE positioning method. Through simulation, comparative calculation with optical intersection positioning method and function restrict VAE positioning is carried out. The results show that, function restrict VAE positioning method takes greater advantage in positioning accuracy, and its requirements for initial value accuracy are low. Therefore, this method is suitable for engineering application, and it is beneficial supplement to tracking and positioning method of moving target.
Introduction
In the tracking and positioning measurement of target launched by weapons system, all kinds of different measurement equipments play important role of different degree, such as optical theodolite, photo theodolite, pulse radar, continuous wave Doppler radar, phased array radar, space telemetry receiving station and so on. These equipments use unique method for calculating the target location, such as optical intersection algorithm in different planes [1] , RAE positioning algorithm with pulse radar and 6V positioning algorithm with Doppler radar [2] .Besides, at every sampling time, radial velocity is not independent of other current position parameters, and it will bring certain complexity to calculation, so radial velocity is not taken seriously or used in positioning. But radial velocity is main source of moving object measurement, and it is very important to obtain aerodynamic parameters of moving target, calculate the firing table and evaluate the performance of weapon systems. However, the measurement precision of radial velocity is very high due to the velocity measurement principle of continuous wave radar and the theoretical ultimate precision analysis [3] , so moving object positioning by radial velocity is very valuable. Therefore, combined positioning method with radial velocity of single Doppler radar and elevation and azimuth of single optical theodolite is proposed in the paper, called function restrict VAE positioning method. Then simulation analysis of this method is carried out.
Positioning Calculation Model
Above all, positioning parameters (x,z,y) of moving object should be fitted by function. Fitted function should approximate long trajectory more accurately, that means smaller truncation error. So Hermite function is selected to express positioning parameters of target. TfTfTfTfT
The derivation of Eq.2 is shown as Eq.3. 
（6）
In Eq.6, P is weight matrix which is a diagonal matrix formed by statistical random error of measurement elements. In the process of solution, both the nonlinear function series expansion and approximation of trajectory initial parameters bring truncation errors, so iterative calculation is needed in Eq. 9. Then Hermite function fitting coefficients is substituted into Eq. 2, and the target position parameters are calculated. From the above positioning method analysis, it is extensible of combined error equation. So more measurement elements can be added to calculate target position. This is function restricted data fusion method.
Simulation and Verification
First of all, measured data of a Doppler radar and two optical theodolites are simulated. In the launch coordinate system, based on equation of particle motion, a theoretical trajectory and its parameters are calculated. And then, a radial velocity measurement element of Doppler radar and four angle measurement elements of two optical theodolites can be calculated with the theoretical trajectory. According to the engineering application experience, reasonable random error and
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system error are added into these five simulated measurement elements which is shown as Tab.1. In the simulation, Doppler radar is placed at rear side of the launch site, and two optical theodolites are placed at left side of the launch site. The theoretical trajectory is independently added fixed errors (800m, 1000m, 700m) and random errors (6m, 6m, 8m) as initial value of (x, z, y) . 
Determination of Hermite function nodes
As the above analysis, in actual calculation, Hermite function nodes distribution must be determined first when target positioning parameters are expressed by Hermite function. For node selection, the first idea is equal interval nodes. Its essence is using a constant frequency bandwidth filter for data filtering. However, because there is much noise in frequency the non-stationary data and there is special point, so when using a constant frequency bandwidth filter for data filtering, it must increase the nodes density to increase the filter bandwidth [6] , achieve more accurate and reduce the truncation error. This leads to a surge in parameters to be estimated and militates against solution of equation. Consequently, it must use non free node distribution. To get appropriate distribution, it can be selected according to the acceleration change characteristics of target trajectory [7] . When the target's acceleration changes violently, dense nodes distribution is used, but the target's acceleration changes smoothly, sparse nodes distribution is used. The target's acceleration can be calculated by simulated radial velocity of Doppler radar with three order central smoothing computation, which is shown as Fig.1 . From Fig.1 , in the first seven seconds period, the target's acceleration change violently, so dense nodes distribution with more than ten nodes is used. In the later more tan sixty seconds period, the acceleration change smoothly, so sparse nodes distribution with only about twenty nodes is used. This insures that the positioning parameters of target are accurately expressed by Hermite function, and reasonably save the number of parameters to be estimated.
Positioning error analysis
Based on determining the nodes distribution of Hermite function, simulated data is calculated by function restrict VAE positioning method. To verify the effect of the calculating method, this method is compared with optical nonplanar intersection method. First, combined positioning is calculated with radial velocity of Doppler radar and azimuth and elevation of theodolite 1 or theodolite 2. And the positioning error can be calculated with theoretical target trajectory. Secondly, optical nonplanar intersection is computed with simulated data of two theodolites. The positioning error also can be calculated with theoretical target trajectory. Last, statistical error of these two methods is compared to examine the positioning effect of the new method. Through calculation, positioning error curves of these two methods are shown as Fig.2 and their statistical error is shown as Tab.1. From Fig.2 and Tab.2, for the simulated data, the positioning precision of function restrict VAE method with not only Doppler radar and theodolite 1 but also Doppler radar and theodolite 2 is at least one time higher than optical nonplanar intersection method. And this effectively confirms the correctness and practicability of the new positioning method. However, in combined positioning with Doppler radar and theodolite 2, there is a error peak at about 40 seconds. Why? Whether it is relative to the space geometry relation of the equipment location and trajectory or not, it needs further verification. And in this paper, we do not study it.
Conclusion
Based on the calculation of above simulation and verification, we can draw the following conclusions.
Based on the idea of expressing the trajectory with function, Doppler radar and optical theodolite which are not related are combined, and a function restrict VAE positioning method is established with radial velocity of Doppler radar and measuring angle of single optical theodolite. It is verified that this method has higher positioning precision, better stability of computation and its initial value does not requires high accuracy. It is suitable for engineering application and it is a useful complement to tracking algorithm for moving target positioning.
Under the condition of maximum reducing the measurement elements for positioning, function restrict VAE method effectively uses the high precision radial velocity of Doppler radar. This method decreases the system error of positioning data and effectively suppresses the random error of positioning data that is the key reason why this method has higher positioning precision than optical intersection positioning method at present.
Based on the positioning calculation model of function restrict VAE method, measurement elements involved in the calculation of various types equipments can be unlimited expanded. This is helpful for increasing the positioning precision of target and effective for calibrating the system error of every measurement element, but it may decrease the computational efficiency.
Considering the limitations of the designed simulation data, in practical engineering application, some problems still need further research and explore, such as whether this method is affected by the geometric relationship among the equipment station.
